Rayon Pendant
Installation Instructions

!

Please handle with care and wear gloves at all times during assembly and
installation to avoid damaging or marking the components.

TECHNICAL
bulb holder

LED (dimmable)

wattage

45 watts (LED)

weight

45kg (99lbs)

cleaning

dust using a dry lint-free cloth weekly or as required

replacement/
repairs

please contact CTO Lighting

warranty

CTO Lighting warranty, 1 year from date of delivery

certification

CE compliant

CEILING
CEILING ROSE
DROP ROD

ARM
RAYON PENDANT

260 mm

min. 200 mm

1750 mm

230 mm

1500 mm
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BEFORE INSTALLATION
- Installation must be carried out by a qualified electrician.
- A minimum of four people are required to install this pendant.
- Check that the ceiling and components are suitable and strong enough to support the weight of the pendant.

PARTS & COMPONENTS

A.

1 x Ceiling Plate

B.

1 x Ceiling Rose

C.

1 x Rayon Pendant

D.

2 x Drop Rod

E.

6 x Screws

A.

D.

B.

E.
C.
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INSTALLATION

1.

Feed the power cable through one of the
drop rods and screw into the arm of the
pendant tightly.
Do the same with the other drop rod on
the other side of the pendant (without
the power cable).

note: Ensure that the drop rods are fully
screwed into the arms and are tightened
very securely.

2.

Remove the nuts and strengthening plates
from the top of the drop rods and attach
ceiling rose by placing over the drop rods
and replacing the nuts and strengthening
plates.

note: Ensure that when the strengthening plate
and nuts are replaced inside the ceiling
rose they are tightened very securely.

3.

Attach the ceiling plate to the ceiling
ensuring that you are using screws
appropriate for the surface that you are
mounting to, and with the electric cable
centered with the hole in the middle of
the plate.
Raise the assembled pendant towards
the ceiling and make the electrical
connection. Further raise the pendant
closing the ceiling rose over the mounted
plate and secure with the 6 x screws
provided.

note: Do not release the weight of the pendant
until all six screws have been securely
fastened.
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